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Throughout May of 2021, Palestinians, mainly from the eastern part of Jerusalem and Gaza that are occupied by Israel in violation of international law,1 documented Israeli aggression committed against Palestinians across social media platforms, particularly through live streams hosted on Instagram. The sequence of events leading to the movement began with confrontations between Palestinians and Israeli police at Damascus Gate in Jerusalem in April 2021, when Israeli forces blocked Palestinians from entering the area.2
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2. The area surrounding Damascus Gate constitutes the main social space for Palestinian Youth in Jerusalem. Mahmoud Muna, Youth-Led Protests Can Make a Difference for Palestinians, INDEP. (May 4, 2021), https://
The events culminated in May with Israeli settlers’ attempts to forcibly displace Palestinians residing in the Sheikh Jarrah neighborhood, backed by Israeli court decisions, followed by attacks on hundreds of unarmed worshippers praying at Al-Aqsa mosque during Muslims’ holy month of Ramadan. Instagrammers streaming live allowed an unprecedented audience to witness these acts of aggression first-hand. This expanded audience helped foment a shift in the events’ narrative from the perspective of the occupiers to the occupied, which led more observers than ever to stand in solidarity with the rights of the Palestinian people to the land.

However, success in changing the predominant narrative was met with censorship by Facebook (or Meta), Instagram’s parent company. Many Palestinian influencers were threatened with the deletion of their accounts. Content in solidarity with the Palestinian cause was frequently removed, much of the time without explanation. Content subject to deletion or censorship included educational posts describing the injustices faced by the Palestinian people, while posts supporting the Israeli narrative were not similarly subject to deletion or restriction, multiplying online incitement against...
Arabs and Muslims by a factor of 15 during May 2021 compared to May 2020. The company took a similar position Facebook. Instagram cited a “technical issue” as the reason for the deletion and restriction of Palestinian content, but this explanation was belied by the volume of reports of Facebook’s restrictions on posts and accounts after the company announced it fixed the bug.

In response, Palestinian activists and civil society organizations undertook several efforts, including the launch of campaigns like the “End Digital Execution” campaign, as well as a letter signed by a number of civil society organizations to Facebook’s COO Sheryl Sandberg opposing its censorship. These efforts asserted that Facebook’s policies violated users’ right to freedom of expression. This claim raises complex questions: is Facebook legally required to respect human rights? Who determines what violates Facebook’s content policies? Where should people go to raise claims of disparate treatment by Facebook? This paper explores and critiques the varying answers to these questions in the context of the events of May 2021.


13. The Attacks on Palestinian Digital Rights, supra note 7, at 4 (“Despite [Instagram’s tweet], 7amleh continued to receive large numbers of reports of violations daily. Indeed, the number of reports received after this tweet accounts for 68% of the total reports.”).


I. “Terms of Service” as a Contractual Relationship and the Facebook Oversight Board

Facebook is a private company that owns different platforms like Instagram and Facebook, providing social media services for its users and an advertising space for many corporations. At the beginning of Facebook’s Terms of Service (“ToS”) and Instagram’s Terms of Use (“ToU”), which users bind themselves to upon signing up, the company states that “businesses and organizations pay us to show you ads for their products and services.” The relationship between the company and its users is a contractual one, and the ToS and ToU act as private contracts. Such contracts refer to Facebook’s Community Standards or Instagram’s Community Guidelines as the content moderation policies.

In 2018, Facebook (company) established an oversight board to make decisions on content moderation on the Facebook and Instagram platforms. This board was formed to help the company make decisions on keeping or removing content, aiming to “promote freedom of expression.” The board makes reference to the Facebook platform’s “Community Standards” as guiding the review of both Instagram and Facebook cases. Such standards were criticized for being too broad to be of value. The board’s apparent objective is not to provide due process or meaningful review of the appropriateness of content policy, but rather merely to reduce “mistakes” and increase the public legitimacy of Facebook in
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order to maintain its viability as a desirable advertising platform.

In the context of pro-Palestinian content on Facebook and Instagram platforms, the existence of the oversight board appears to reinforce the disparate censorship and restriction of such content. Indeed, one of the appointed board members is Emi Palmor, a former director of the Israel Ministry of Justice’s Cyber Unit which worked directly to increase social media takedowns of pro-Palestinian content.23 The appointment of Palmor illustrates how Facebook’s amorphous “Community Standards” presents opportunities for discrimination and abuse. Evidently, the motivation to protect Palestinian expression will not come from within Facebook; for Palestinian rights to be respected, external forces are needed to influence Facebook’s behavior.

II. Market Pressure, Competition, and Content Moderation

Despite Facebook’s claimed goal of enabling free expression, Facebook remains a corporation that exists primarily for the purpose of generating profit. Profit-motivated corporations desire environments that lack competition so that they may be the sole option for consumers. Facebook enjoys near-total freedom from competitive pressure; its acquisitions of Instagram and WhatsApp not only solidified its position as the dominant social media platform, but even incited investigations by the U.S. Congress in 2020, placing a public spotlight on Facebook’s anti-competitive behavior.24

The potential for harm caused by the lack of competitors to Facebook’s platforms was prominently displayed in the context of the Palestinian movement of May 2021. As Palestinian content creators grappled with censorship of their content and accounts by Facebook, some activists called for users to

---


migrate to the Arabic platform “Baaz” to continue live streaming Israeli aggression on the ground without restrictions.\textsuperscript{25} These efforts, however, failed to achieve their desired results, as Facebook’s long-term development of a vast, global audience has made the creation of a competing platform of comparable scale nearly impossible.

Unsurprisingly, however, market pressure, when exerted by effective powers, does appear to influence Facebook’s behavior. Facebook reared its anti-competitive head when it banned the Facebook News feature for Australian users,\textsuperscript{26} after the Australian government-imposed laws requiring Facebook to pay fees to news organizations.\textsuperscript{27} While Facebook eventually lifted the ban,\textsuperscript{28} its actions laid bare the primacy of economic considerations, and the ability of states with significant market power to influence Facebook’s behavior.\textsuperscript{29}

For marginalized groups, their voices can easily go ignored by Facebook’s content moderators. For example, genocidal content towards the stateless Rohingya people remained on Facebook, as Rohingya were unable to exert adequate market pressure to motivate Facebook to take any action.\textsuperscript{30} These same problems plague Palestinian Facebook users who have not achieved full statehood and are, simultaneously, oppressed by Israel, which receives immense economic support from a
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global superpower, the United States. This situation creates tangible economic pressure on Facebook to silence Palestinian content. When economic power determines the parameters of freedom of expression and hate speech, content moderation can quickly become an additional tool to reinforce existing patterns of discrimination.

Despite these obstacles, Palestinian and Arab activists employed creative means to apply some market pressure on Facebook in May 2021’s movement by organizing a ratings “brigade” on Apple Store and Google Play. The campaign involved giving Facebook and Instagram apps a “one-star” rating and inserting hashtags of the Palestinian movement in the comments section. The campaign achieved some success, inspiring Facebook to internally classify the campaign as “SEVI”, indicating that there was a “major issue”. However, relying on market pressure to secure the right to speech should not be the rule in a world that respects the dignity of the powerless.

III. GOVERNMENT REGULATION OF CONTENT MODERATION ON SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS

Facebook’s content moderation behavior is further influenced by a variety of government restrictions on content that can be shared on social media. For platforms to avoid legal orders and significant financial liability by violating such laws, they are “inclined to err on the side of safety by over-censoring potentially illegal content.”

---
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governments also informally request social media platforms to remove content and justify removals as a breach of their ToS’s. The distinctions between content that is removed due to bias, to avoid legal liability, or to respond to government pressure become blurred when social media platforms are not sufficiently transparent about their content moderation decisions. Although the Community Standards’ guidelines are published, the actual “rulebook” for content removal, which employees responsible for moderation follow, has never been shared with the public, and Facebook’s most recent transparency reports continue to be strongly criticized for their vagueness regarding content removal.

Further, ostensibly to avoid negative consequences on expression, many states have adopted regulations exempting social media companies from liability for illegal content posted by users, instead imposing liability only when companies are aware of the content but fail to act. Two prominent examples of this move are the European Union’s E-Commerce Directive and the United States’ Digital Millennium Copyright Act. Though these schemes appear geared towards maximum expression, they in fact delegate significant speech-regulating power to social media companies. In order to minimize arbitrariness in content moderation by private actors, the U.N. Special Rapporteur for Freedom of Expression has recommended that content restrictions imposed by social media platforms follow a court order, a practice that has been exercised in Chile and Brazil. Hence, social media companies actively attempt to avoid regulation by characterizing themselves as “platforms” to appear as neutral, egalitarian hosting floors, so as to be “rewarded for facilitating expression but not liable
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for [their] excesses . . . .” The “platforms” thus protect their business interests by maintaining favorable policies while preserving public popularity.

IV. VIOLATION OF FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION LAWS BY PLATFORMS

The role of freedom of expression is critical in the interplay between governments and social media platforms. Do platforms, who execute millions of contracts with end users, violate the law by removing content that would otherwise be protected by free speech laws, like the First Amendment in the United States? At the outset, the right to freedom of contract is traditionally recognized in democratic societies, but has in many situations been deemed superseded by the greater public interest. With respect to the right to freedom of speech within social media platforms, the scope of permissible government intervention remains open. Two key questions arise in relation to this issue. The first concerns whether protection of speech should be imposed on private contracts, weighing individual users’ First Amendment rights, in the context of the United States for example, against the right of the parties to contract. The second questions the very nature of the “space” contained within social media websites, and asks whether it should even be considered private in the first place.

One approach that prioritizes freedom of expression is put forward by the U.N. Human Rights Committee. The Committee has observed that states have an obligation to ensure that freedom of speech of their citizens is safeguarded in every form, including internet-based expression. Applying this standard to social media platforms would require states and


44. In W. Coast Hotel Co. v. Parrish, 300 U.S. 379 (1937), where the Supreme Court upheld a minimum wage law for women, for example, the Court’s holding reflected a determination that “liberty of contract was merely a subset of liberty and could be abrogated in the public interest”. David E. Bernstein, Freedom of Contract 8 (George Mason Univ. Sch. of L. Working Paper, Paper No. 08-51, 2008), https://www.law.gmu.edu/assets/files/publications/working_papers/08-51%20Freedom%20of%20Contract.pdf.

courts to prioritize freedom of speech of social media users over the freedom of platforms and users to contract with one another.

Another approach was furthered by the U.S. Supreme Court in *Packingham v. North Carolina*, 137 S. Ct. 1730 (2017), wherein it was held that access to social media platforms is constitutionally protected. When a sex offender was prohibited from accessing social media platforms as part of his punishment, the Court found that this prohibition:

> bar[red] access to what for many are the principal sources for knowing current events, checking ads for employment, speaking and listening in the modern public square, and otherwise exploring the vast realms of human thought and knowledge. These websites can provide perhaps the most powerful mechanisms available to a private citizen to make his or her voice heard.”  

The Court concluded that “to foreclose access to social media altogether is to prevent the user from engaging in the legitimate exercise of First Amendment rights.”

Beyond merely upholding the First Amendment rights of the petitioner in the context of contracts with social media platforms, the Court thus recognized these platforms as a civic space by outlining the role they play in performing activities essential to one’s well-being. As such, individuals’ First Amendment rights would be violated if they are deprived of the ability to access and express themselves through these platforms.

Carolina Are has advanced a similar view, arguing that social media platforms have become the main venue for social life and exchanging ideas, rendering access to social media platforms a need rather than a luxury, especially during the COVID-19 pandemic. Are has called for “redefin[ing] publicness” of these platforms by considering their role in public life rather than merely considering their ownership by a government or corporation. The nature of the space approach is considered similarly in Public Accommodation laws that compel businesses to provide services indiscriminately, yet the fact that the service in the case of the platforms is hosting speech makes it distinct.

---
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V. Social Media and the Communication Channel with the Global North

The importance of social media platforms as a venue of expression is particularly salient for those who have little power to change but through their words. The success of Palestinians’ May 2021 movement can be attributed largely to the Instagram live streams run by the Palestinian diaspora hosting Palestinians documenting the events on the ground. In her article “Migrants Can Make International Law”, Ama Ruth Francis identified the diaspora of environmental refugees in the global North as valuable non-state actors in fomenting changes in immigration policies in favor of environmental refugees. A similar scenario has largely occurred for the Palestinians in May 2021.

Palestinian diaspora members not only had the commitment and tools to keep live streams running for days, but also had the necessary connections to allow the content to reach their peers who enjoy more robust political rights in the West. The widespread awareness led to protests and created pressure that proved too great to not have an impact. The importance of maintaining a communication channel with the West to effect change, though, reinforces the unfortunate truth that the operational lab of international law and policy is the global North.

VI. Methods of Regulating Social Media Platforms

A number of different methods have been proposed to better regulate the ever-evolving world of social media with respect to content moderation and speech. One approach “recommends” that social media platforms respect human rights. This approach does not compel social media companies to comply with international law, instead urging them to do so, given their economic significance and role in society. A leading example of this approach is the Business and Human
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Rights Guidelines (BHRG) that target states as well as local and transnational businesses. The Guidelines, when speaking directly to businesses, commands them to respect human rights, separating their human rights obligations from states’ “abilities” and/or “willingness” to fulfill those rights. Such a recommendation might encourage social media platforms to make human rights a core consideration in formulating their policies. Facebook in particular has responded to this approach by issuing its own Corporate Human Rights Policies, committing itself to the BHRG as well as other human rights guidelines and conventions. The significance of these policies remains unclear, however. It is easy for self-regulating companies to “commit” themselves to human rights without the existence of an outside arbiter to determine whether the rights of marginalized or stateless groups are protected with equal vigor to other users.

The Global Network initiative presents a more practical, non-legally-binding tool in conducting independent assessments annually to check whether technology companies are following their stated principles of safeguarding free speech and privacy rights. An initiative of this sort might be better suited to satisfactorily review content moderation than an entity like the Facebook Oversight Board, given its total independence from social media platforms.

A typical, state-centric approach aims to compel states to regulate platforms like Facebook to ensure their commitment to human rights through treaties and domestic legislation. The BHRG incorporate this approach in their provisions aimed at states. According to the Guidelines, however, states are not compelled to regulate the extraterritorial activities of
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companies located in their territory. Beyond the fact that the internet possesses no borders, and limiting responsibility to national jurisdiction fails to adequately prevent human rights abuses, this approach also presumes that all people have governments that represent them and respect their freedom of expression. People like the Palestinians, Rohingya and the world’s refugees cannot rely on governments to protect their rights. Compounding the problem for Palestinians in particular is that their rights are directly opposed by other governments.

A third ambitious approach could be inspired by Kyoto Protocol. Although the project relied on states as signatories, its direct consequences targeted corporations. If a similar project existed to hold social media corporations accountable, it would be less demanding from states. This approach accounts for the extraterritorial nature of these platforms and the strength and technical expertise they possess, which often makes it difficult for governments to effectively regulate their behavior. Most importantly, it removes the burden of characterizing social media platforms as either private or public spaces, and allows for the protection of users’ right to freedom of expression no matter how platforms are defined. Yet, since political speech is a sensitive issue, it is doubtful that states would agree to such project.

Until any effective approach takes place, resistance online and on the ground, similar to the one relentlessly run by the believers on the Palestinian cause, is the only catalyst for the consideration of more just regulatory methods moderating online content.

56. Id. at 3–4 (“At present States are not generally required under international human rights law to regulate the extraterritorial of businesses domiciled in their territory and/or jurisdiction.”).